#Books@Baldwin

4th-5th favorite books & series

The Baldwin Elementary Library will be open from 10am-12pm on these Wednesdays:
June 26, July 10, 17, 23, & 31, and August 7 & 14. Stop by to check out books!
*Note: book checkout is only for students entering 1st-5th grades at Baldwin in fall 2019.

Favorite books

Al Capone does my shirts (Choldenko)
Because of Mr. Terupt (Buyea)
Blubber (Blume)
The call of the wild (London)
Cardboard (TenNapel)
Code Word Courage (Larson)
Duke (Larson)
Escape from Mr. Lemoncello’s Library
(Grabenstein)
Fish in a tree (Hunt)
Frazzled (Viviat)
Hatchet (Paulsen)
Holes (Sachar)
Into the killing seas (Spradlin)
Island of the blue dolphins (O’Dell)
Jake and Lily (Spinelli)
James and the giant peach (Dahl)
The kind of friends we used to be (Dowell)
Left out (Green)
The lemonade war (Davies)
Locker Hero (Russell)
Lousianna’s way home (DiCamillo)
Maniac Magee (Spinelli)
Moo (Creech) Mrs. Frisby and the rats of
NIMH (O’Brien)

A night divided (Nielsen)
Ninth Ward (Rhodes)
The one and only Ivan (Applegate)
Out of my mind (Draper)
Pax (Pennypacker)
Ramona’s world (Cleary)
Restart (Korman)
Roller girl (Jamieson)
Rules (Lord)
The secret zoo (Bryan)
The 7th most important thing (Pearsall)
Sink or swim (Watkins)
Sisters (Telgemeier)
Slacker (Korman)
Smile (Telgemeier)
Three times lucky (Turnage)
Tiger Rising (DiCamillo)
Touchdown kid (Green)
Towers falling (Rhodes)
Wake up missing (Messner)
The war that saved my life (Bradley)
Where the mountain meets the moon (Lin)
Where the red fern grows (Rawls)
Wonder (Palacio)
A wrinkle in time (L’Engle)

Favorite series

Amulet (Kibuishi)
Babysitters club (Martin/Telgemeier)
Big Nate (Peirce)
Bone (Smith)
The books of elsewhere (West)
The boxcar children (Warner)
Brotherband Chronicles (Flanagan)
Bunnicula (Howe)
The chronicles of Narnia (Lewis)
Diary of a wimpy kid (Kinney)
Dork Diaries (Russell)
Eerie elementary (Brallier)
Emily Windsnap (Kessler)
Encyclopedia brown (Sobol)
The golden compass (Pullman)
Goosebumps (Stine)
Harry Potter (Rowling)
I funny (Patterson)
Inkheart (Funke)

Land of stories (Colfer)
Little house on the prairie (Wilder)
Michigan chillers (Rand)
Percy Jackson (Riordan)
Plants vs. zombies (Tobin)
Princess diaries (Cabot)
Quirks (Soderberg)
A series of unfortunate events
(Handler/Helquist)
Sideways stories from wayside school
(Sachar)
Spiderwick chronicles (Black/DiTerlizzi)
Spirit animals (various authors)
Spy school (Gibbs)
Story treehouse (Griffiths)
The 39 clues (various authors)
Unwanteds (McMann)
Warriors (Hunter)
Wings of fire (Sutherland)

